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Recent developments in the direct observation of J couplings
across hydrogen bonds in proteins and nucleic acids provide
additional information for structure and function studies of
these molecules by NMR spectroscopy. A JNN-correlated [15N,
1H] TROSY experiment proposed by Pervushin et al. (Proc.
Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 95, 14147–14151, 1998) can be applied to
measure hJHN in smaller nucleic acids in an E.COSY manner.

owever, it cannot be effectively applied to large nucleic acids,
uch as tRNATrp, since one of the peaks corresponding to a fast

relaxing component will be too weak to be observed in the
spectra of large molecules. In this Communication, we pro-
posed a modified JNN-correlated [15N, 1H] TROSY experiment
which enables direct measurement of hJHN in large nucleic
acids. © 2000 Academic Press

Key Words: hydrogen bond; tRNA; NMR; TROSY; JNN-corre-
lated [15N, 1H] TROSY.

Recently, several remarkable works have been publi
reporting the observation of scalar couplings between
hydrogen bond donating and accepting15N nuclei in
Watson–Crick base pairs of15N-labeled double-strande
RNA (1) and DNA, and the smallerJ coupling between th
imino proton and the hydrogen bond accepting15N nucleus
(2). Similar couplings were also found in Hoogsteen b
pairs of RNA (3) and mismatched base pairs of DN
involving amino groups (4, 5). These observations provi
unambiguous evidence of the existence of hydrogen b
within these base pairs. This will be of great importance
the structure determination of nucleic acids, for which fe
protons than in proteins are available to obtain the N
information for structure determination. In large biom
ecules, due to the interference between dipole– dipole
pling and chemical shift anisotropy, the transverse re
ation rates are very different for each component of
multiplet in a system of two coupled12 spins, such as th
mino group15N–1H in nucleic acid. This results in differe
linewidths and peak intensities (6, 7). The component wit
the slowest transverse relaxation rate has been utiliz
TROSY-based experiments (8, 9). The JNN-correlated

1 To whom correspondence should be addressed. Fax: 852-2358
-mail: gzhu@ust.hk.
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[ 15N, 1H] TROSY (2) experiment for the correlation
hydrogen-bonded nuclei and measurement of2hJNN utilized
he TROSY effect and thus is suitable for large molecu
owever, the measurement ofhJHN by E.COSY type peak

in this experiment (2) is not practical for large molecule
such as tRNA, in which the fast-relaxing component is
weak to be detected, due to the significant loss of mag
zation caused by relaxation during the long magnetiza
transfer delay of 4T and t 1 evolution time. Another metho
proposed by Dingleyet al. (10) for the measurement ofhJHN

based on the HSQC-type experiment is not suitable for l
molecules. A novel method,hJHN-quantative [15N, 1H] ZQ
TROSY, in which only the narrowest component of
15N–1H multiplets was used, was reported recently to m
sure the hJHN values in a 17-kDa protein–DNA compl
(11). This method involveshJHN modulating 1H transvers
magnetization before detection. Because smallerhJHN, com-
pared to2hJNN, introduces a longer delay for magnetizat
modulation and the transverse relaxation of proton is fa
than that of15N, this experiment may not be as sensitive
the JNN-correlated [15N, 1H] TROSY experiment. Here w
propose a modifiedJNN-correlated [15N, 1H] TROSY (2) for

easurement of thehJHN coupling constant of large biomo
ecules and apply it to tRNATrp. In this experiment, only th
slow-relaxing component is utilized during the long dela
4T for both peaks used forhJHN measurement, by using
method similar to that reported by Meissner and Søre
(12). The appearances of the subspectra are similar to th
the doublet-separated HSQC experiment for the dire
bonded NH group (13).

The JNN-correlated [15N, 1H] TROSY (2) pulse sequenc
in Fig. 1A is modified for measuringhJNN, as depicted i
Fig. 1B. Two data sets are recorded in an interleaved
ner, with two pairs of 90° pulses flanking thet 1 evolution
period. The phases of the two 90° pulses within each pa
opposite in the first experiment and the same in the se
experiment. Only one component is selected in each e
iment. With this arrangement, the first experiment is e
to the originalJNN HNN-COSY experiment (1). The slow-
relaxing component is selected and the real part of
52.
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358 COMMUNICATIONS
detectable magnetization in thev1 dimension is of th
following form,

Sr~I ! 5
1

2
~u 1 v!$cos2~2p 2hJNNT!cos@~vN 1 p 1JHN!t1#

3 e2~R2
N2h!4Te2~R2

N2h!t1 1 sin2~2p 2hJNNT!

3 cos@~vN9 1 p hJHN!t1#e
2~R2

N2h!4Te2R2
N9t1%

3 ei ~vH2p 1JHN!t2e2~R2
H2h!t2,

whereu andv are the relative magnitudes for the1H and 15N
steady-state magnetizations;R2

N, R2
N9, andR2

H are the averag
ransverse relaxation rates of H-bond donating N, acceptin9,

FIG. 1. Pulse sequences used in this paper for the measurement ofhJHN. In
ll sequences, narrow and wide bars represent 90° and 180° pulses,

ively. Shaped pulses for the selectively excitation of water resonanc
.7-ms sinc 90° pulses. Default phases arex. d 1 5 2.25 ms,d2 5 2.7 ms,T 5
5 ms. A 3–9–19 composite pulse was used for water suppression. Rela
ecovery delay is 1.0 s. The durations and strengths of the gradients alo
-axis areG1 5 (0.4 ms, 5G/cm); G2 5 (0.4 ms, 8G/cm); G3 5 (0.4 ms

5 G/cm); G4 5 (0.4 ms, 10G/cm); G5 5 (0.5 ms, 5G/cm); Gb are 0.2-G
bipolar gradients. Quadrature detection int 1 for all experiments is achieve
through alteringf1 andf2 in a States–TPPI manner. (A) The E.COSY-t
hJNN-correlation [15N, 1H] TROSY is similar to that reported by Pervushinet al.
(2), except that only one experiment is carried out to observe both compo
with the same phase. The phase cycling isf1 5 y, 2y; f2 5 2x, 2x, x,
x; f 3 5 4(2x), 4(x); fr 5 y, 2y. (B) Modified hJNN-correlation [15N, 1H]
TROSY. Two data sets are measured in an interleaved manner wi
following phase cycling schemes: (I)f 1 5 x, y, 2x, 2y; f 2 5 y, 2x, 2y,
x, 2y, x, y, 2x; f 3 5 2y, x, y, 2x, 2y, x, y, 2x, y, 2x, 2y, x, y, 2x,
2y, x; f 4 5 2x; f 5 5 x; fr 5 x, y, 2x, 2y. (II) f 4 5 x; f 5 5 2x, while
he other phases are the same as in (I). The resulting two spectra after
ransformation display cross peaks displaced alongv1 by proton–nitroge
oupling constants,1JHN and hJHN, for direct and relayed correlation cro

peaks, respectively.
nd imino proton, respectively; andh is the relaxation rate du
to the interference between dipole–dipole interaction and15N
chemical shift anisotropy (CSA) interaction (7). The detectabl
magnetization described above is the resonance comp
with the slowest transverse relaxation in the 4T, t 1, and t 2

periods. The proton donating and accepting15N nuclei have th
chemical shifts ofvN 1 p1JHN and vN9 1 phJHN in the v1

dimension, respectively.
In the second experiment, the proton spin state is excha

just before and after thet 1 evolution period. Supposing that t
transverse relaxation rate of spin N9 does not vary with th
hange of the proton spin state, the real part of the detec
ignal in thev1 dimension is,

Sr~II ! 5
1

2
~u 1 v!$cos2~2p 2hJNNT!cos@~vN 2 p 1JHN!t1#

3 e2~R2
N2h!4Te2~R2

N1h!t1 1 sin2~2p 2hJNNT!

3 cos@~vN9 2 p hJHN!t1#e
2~R2

N2h!4Te2R2
N9t1%

3 ei ~vH2p 1JHN!t2e2~R2
H2h!t2.

The slow-relaxing nitrogen component is changed to the
relaxing component only duringt 1 evolution, and the freque-
cies of proton donating and accepting15N spins are labele
with chemical shifts ofvN 2 p1JHN andvN9 2 phJHN in thev1

dimension, respectively. This component is then changed
to the slow-relaxing component by the second pair of
pulses aftert 1 and is then selected during acquisition as in
first experiment. The TROSY effect is present in the period
4T andt 2. For the diagonal peak, which corresponds to the
term in the above expression, the TROSY effect is not util
in the t 1 period, but this is not our main concern. For the c
peak, which corresponds to the second term of the a
expression, this experiment gives identical intensity to th
Sr(I ).

Consequently, in the nitrogen dimension, the fast-rela
omponent evolves only in thet 1 period but with the slow

relaxing component employed during the long magnetiza
transfer delay of 4T. In the proton dimension, the slow-rela
ing component is recorded in both experiments. The differ
between the peak intensities of these two experiments is
duced only by the different relaxation rates of the magne
tion during thet 1 period. The steady-state enhancements
maintained and contribute to the peak intensity equally in
experiments (14).

In the second experiment, the water magnetization is p
he 2z direction during thet 1 interval. In order to avoid th
recovery of the water magnetization from2z due to radiatio
damping, a pair of bipolar gradient pulses is used. It has
shown that a weak gradient can effectively suppress the
ation damping effect (15). Also, the phases of the second p
of proton 90° pulses at the end of thet 1 interval are set to b
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359COMMUNICATIONS
opposite to the phases of the first pair of 90° pulses to
pensate for an incomplete conversion of water magnetizat
1z resulting from the imperfection of pulse widths. A sho
3–9–19 composite pulse instead of long soft selective p
was used in the watergate sequence (16) to obtain bette
sensitivity for nucleic acids.

In the original 2DhJNN-correlation [15N, 1H] TROSY exper-
iment (2), two data sets were recorded and after the add
and subtraction of these data sets, two subspectra wer
tained. The peaks in one spectrum correspond to the co
nents with the slowest transverse relaxation rate, and the
in the other correspond to those with the fastest trans
relaxation rate. Therefore, the ratio of diagonal peak inten
in the two spectra is proportional toe(8hT)(R2

N 1 h)/(R2
N 2 h),

in whiche8hT is approximately 7–8 at 25°C for a 69-nucleot
NA domain (1). Since this ratio is very large, the spectr
orresponding to the fastest transverse relaxation comp
ill be very weak. Accurate measurement ofhJHN will become

impossible when this experiment is applied to la

FIG. 2. Comparison of the measurement ofhJHN couplings using (A
.COSY-typehJNN-correlation [15N, 1H] TROSY and (B, C) modifiedhJNN-
orrelation [15N, 1H] TROSY. Shown here are the GC base pair region sp
f the B. subtilistRNATrp A73 mutant. (D, E) Enlargement of the cross p
f the G4C69 pair from (B) and (C), respectively. (F) Traces alongv1 taken

rom (D) and (E), with the difference of the peak position between two s
iving the hJHN value. The spectra were acquired on a 500-MHz spectrom
ith spectral widths and complex data points of 2027 Hz, 128 forv1, and
2000 Hz, 2048 forv2, respectively. The total acquisition time for e

experiment is about 23 h.
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DNA or tRNA. In contrast, the resonant peaks in the
spectra that are obtained by the modifiedhJNN-correlation [15N,
1H] TROSY experiments proposed here will have compar
intensities for thehJHN measurement of tRNATrp.

This approach is applied to thehJHN measurement betwe
hydrogen-bonded base pairs inBacillus subtilis 15N-labeled
tRNATrp A73 mutant, of which the hydrogen-bonded im
groups have been completely assigned (17). tRNA is an L-
haped macromolecule with a molecular weight greater th
Da. It has a long correlation time and broad linewidths in
MR spectra, corresponding to a globular protein with a m

arger molecular weight than 25 kDa (6). All spectra were
recorded with peaks folded inf 1 to enhance the resoluti
without phase distortion (18, 19). The spectrum acquired
using the pulse sequence depicted in Fig. 1A is shown in
2A. The experiment in Fig. 1A is similar to the origin
hJNN-correlation [15N, 1H] TROSY (2), but with two compo-
nent peaks in one spectrum for simplicity. In Fig. 2A, both
fast- and the slow-relaxing components used forhJHN measure-
ment exhibit very different peak intensities and linewidths
to the different transverse relaxation rates. As a result, onl
pair of peaks is clearly observable in the GC pair regio
indicated in Fig. 2A. Figures 2B and 2C show the res
obtained with our modifiedhJNN-correlation [15N, 1H] TROSY
experiment (Fig. 1B) by using the pulse sequence depict
Fig. 1B. The measurements ofhJHN from peaks taken from
Figs. 2B and 2C are shown in Figs. 2D–2F. Almost all c
peaks were observed in these spectra. ThehJHN coupling con-
tants shown in Table 1 were calculated by reverse Fo
ransformation of the slices corresponding to each peak

v1, zero filling, and then Fourier transformation and d
fitting. Although the cross peaks for G5C68 and G49C65 w
strong, accuratehJHN values could not be obtained due to p
overlap. Some otherhJHN values were also not available b-
cause of low peak intensities. The results show that the

a

s
er

TABLE 1
hJHN Coupling Constants of B. subtilis tRNATrp A73 Mutant

Base pairs hJHN (Hz)

U11A24 3.6
s4U8A14 2.9
T54A58 2.5
G30C40 0.5
G53C61 1.0
A15U48 2.7
G29C41 2.7
U12A23 2.6
G4C69 1.8
G2C71 2.4
G52C62 2.6
G3C70 2.1
G10C25 2.8
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360 COMMUNICATIONS
proach we proposed here is a better way to measure thehJHN

coupling constants of base pairs in tRNA and other l
nucleic acid molecules.

It should be pointed out that the intensities of the rela
cross peaks acquired on a 500-MHz spectrometer are
stronger than those acquired on a 750-MHz spectrometer
not shown). The CSA of cytosine N3 in GC pairs and ad
sine N1 in AU pairs is much larger than that of their co
sponding proton donor nitrogen nuclei (1, 20), while the dis
ance between these nitrogen nuclei and protons is about
hat between imino nitrogen and protons. This may result i
ransverse relaxation of the proton accepting15N nucleus bein
dominated by CSA. Therefore, lower static magnetic
strength is thus favorable for the relayed cross peaks.

In conclusion, we have described a modifiedhJNN-correla-
tion [15N, 1H] TROSY experiment to measure thehJHN con-
stants between a hydrogen-bonded proton and its acceptin15N

ucleus in RNA with large molecular weight. The slow-rel
ng component is used during the long magnetization tra
elay and detection, resulting in optimized sensitivity
lmost identical peak intensities for the two peaks labeled

requenciesvA 1 phJHN andvA 2 phJHN in the f 1 dimension
t has been shown that in proteins theJ coupling across th
hydrogen bond can be correlated to the length of the H-b
which can provide distance constraints for the structure d
mination of proteins (21). An accurate measurement of1hJHN

and2hJNN is essential for the application of a similar correla
o nucleic acids. The modifiedhJNN-correlation [15N, 1H]
TROSY experiment can be readily applied to RNA and D
with large molecular weight to facilitate the study of th
structures and hydrogen bonds.
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